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ON THE STEEPEST DESCENT FOR NONPOTENTIAL 
LOCALLY LIPSCHITZIAN VECTOR FIELDS 
Alfonso Castro 
ABSTRACT. In [4] J. Neuberger gave various sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of nonvariational operator 
equations via a variant of the steepest descent method. In this 
note we give versions of these conditions under weaker 
assumptions on the smoothness of the operators. 
1. Introduction. In [4] J. Neuberger studied the solvability of the equation 
(1) F(x)= 0 
where Fis an operator fclass C(2) defined on a real Hilbert space H with values in
another real Hilbert space K. The method used in [4] consists of considering the 
problem 
(2) qS(x) = 0 
where •: H • R is the function defined by •(x) = IIF(x)112/2. This converts (1)into a 
variational problem which can be considered via the steepest descent method. We refer 
the reader to [5] and [6] for the numerical relevance of this approach. 
The steepest descent method is based on the study of the equation z'(t) = 
-V•(z(t)). In order to make sense out of this equation is that in [4] F is assumed to be 
of class C(2). Here we extend the results of [4] to the case Flocally Lipschitzian. We
do this by introducing a vector field g: H • H which plays the role of Vq5 in the 
former equation. The construction of g is based on the notion of generalized gradients 
defined by F. Clark in [2]. A brief account of this technique is given in Section 2. 
Our main results are Theorems 1, 2 and 3 below. Their proofs follow the line of 
the proofs given in [4]. 
The author is greatly indebted to Professor J. Neuberger for his helpful 
comments and personal communications of unpublished work. 
2. Generalized gradients. In this section we summarize the properties of 
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generalized gradients to be used later on. For details and proofs we refer the reader to 
[1] and [2]. 
Given a Hilbert space H and a locally Lipschitzian function f: H -> R the 
generalized gradient of f at x C H is the set of all elements w C H such that 
(3) (w,v) •< .lim•sup [fix + h + tv) - fix + h)]/t 
t->o, t>0 
for all vGH, where (,) denotes the inner product in H. We will denote, the 
generalized gradient of f at x by Of(x). The set Of(x) is nonempty closed and convex. 
Let 0øf(x) denote the element of minimal norm in Of(x). It can be proved that 
II0øf(x)l[ is a lower semi-continuous f nction (see [ 1, Proposition 7]). In addition we 
have: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x0GH be such that 110øf(x0)11>0. There exists 
e -= e(x 0) > 0 such that if IIx - x0[I < c, w • Of(x) then 
(4) <w,a(x0)0øf(x0)) •> II øf(x)ll2/2, 
where a(x 0) = lim sup(l10øf(x)ll/l10øf(x0)l[) 2. 
X->X 0 
PROOF. If it were false, then there would be a sequence {x n} converging to x 0 
and a sequence •n • 0f(Xn) such that 
(5) (•n,0øf(x0)) < (110øf(xn)l12/2a(x0)). 
Let M > 0 denote a Lipschitz constant for f in a neighborhood f x 0. From the 
definition off it follows then that Ilknil •< M for n large enough. Hence, we can assume 
that { •n } converges weakly to some •0 c H. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 6 
of [1] it follows that •0G0f(x0 ). Therefore (•0-0øf(x0),0øf(x0))•>0 (see [3, 
Theorem 2.3]). On the other hand we have from (5) (•0,0øf(x0))•< 110øf(x0)112/2. 
Clearly the last two inequalities contradict each other, which proves the proposition. 
3. Main results. Now we are ready to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose ½ is a locally Lipschitzian function from H into [0,oo) 
and there is a unique u G H such that ½(u) = 0. In addition suppose that.' 
(i) If r > O, there exists c > 0 such that if IIx- all •< r, then II0ø½(x)ll •> c½(x). 
(ii) Ire> O, there is b > O such that ire(x) <b, then IIx - ull <•. 
Assertion. There exists g: H -> H locally Lipschitzian on H- {u} such that if 
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z'(t) - -g(z(t)), t G [0, oo), and the range of z is bounded then 
u = lim z(t). 
t-->oo 
PROOF. From (i) we see that llOø•(x)11 > 0 iffx 4= u. For x 0 G H - {u} let e(x 0) 
and a(x 0) be as in Proposition 1.Since H- {u} is paracompact, there exists a locally 
f'mite open cover {Va; a GA} of H-{u} with each Va contained some ball 
B(x0,e(x0)). Let { •b•; • G B} be a partition f the unity subordinate to {Va; a G A}. 
For each • G B let h(•)• H- {u} be such that he support of •b• is contained in 
B(h(•),e(h(•))). We define g(u) = 0 and 
g(x) = Zl•l•(x)a(h(l•))•ø•b(h(l•)) 
for x 4= u. From (4) it follows that 
(6) (•,g(x)) >• IlOø•(x)ll2/2 
for all x G H. 
Let now z'(t)= -g(z(t)), t • [0,oo), have bounded range. From Proposition 9 of 
[1] and (6) we have 
(7) (•(z(t)))' •< max {(•,-g(z(t)));• •(z(t))} 
= -min{(•,g(z(t)));• • O•(z(t)) } 
•< -[lOø•(z(t))ll 2 •< -c2(•(z(t))) 2,t >• 0. 
If •(z(t0)) = 0 for some t o > 0, then •(z(t)) •< 0 for all t >• t 0. Hence z(t) -- u for 
all t >• t 0. So in this case lim z(t) = u. t-->oo 
If •(z(t))> 0 for all t >• 0, then from (7) we have ((•(z(t)))'/(•(z(t))) 2 •<-c 2. 
Hence 
•(z(t)) •< $(z(0))/(1 +c2•(z(0))t), t >• 0. 
Therefore lim•(z(t)) = 0 and so, using (ii), tli_•m z(t)= u, and the theorem is proved. t-->oo 
THEOREM 2. Suppose F is a locally Lipschitzian function from H to K. Let 
•(x) = IIF(x)112/2 for x • H. Suppose also that if r>0 there is c > O such that 
IlOø•(x)ll >• cllF(x)11 for Ilxl[ •< r. 
Assertion. There exists g: H --> H, locally Lipschitzian on H - {u; F(u) = 0}, 
such that if z'(t)= -g(z(t)), t • [0,oo), and the range of z is bounded then lim z(t) 
t-->oo 
exists and F(tli_•m z(t))= 0. 
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SKETCH OF PROOF. The function g is constructed in the same manner we 
bu/2d g in the previous theorem. Using that such a g satisfies (6) and the arguments of 
the proof of Theorem 4 of [4] it is shown that limz(t) exists and that 
t->oo 
F(tli..•m (z(t))) =0. 
The same methods lead to the proof of the following version of Theorem 5 of 
[41. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that ½: H-• [0,oo) is a locally Lipschitzian function. 
Then there exists g: H -• H, locally Lipschitzian on {u; g(u) =/= 0}, such that if z'(t) = 
oo 
-g(z(t)), t >• 0, and for some t o >• 0, 6 > 0, •;n=l(½(z(t 0 + n6)) - 
½(z(t 0 + (n + 1)6))) 1/2 converges, thenu-- lim z(t) exists, and Oø½(u) = 0.t-,,-oo 
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